Tantra Q and A:

Renatus Sacred Touch
What does the first session involve?
It is 90 minutes of meditation, eye gazing, sensual massage and lingam or yoni
stimulation. Prostate massage is also included, if desired.
Is orgasmic bliss involved?
Yes, but doesn’t have to be, tantra is about connection with or without orgasm.
What is a Lingam?
The Lingam is sanskrit for penis.
What is a yoni?
A yoni is sanskrit for vagina.
What is a White Tigress?
A vessel for tantric knowledge in divine feminine form. I am HER.
Texting, calling, emails, preferred?
I prefer email first, texting next and then phone calls if you have signed up for
more than 3 sessions with me. I like to screen through the phone, but I don’t
usually like to Skype or Facetime. I like to teach in real time. Please, email FIRST to
book your session.
Transference and countertransference?
This is where my boundaries are important. These practices are sexual in nature
and there can be and will be intimacy and love expressed. It is important to know
the definition of these words and what they mean to you. Please, take care of your
energetic boundaries and physical self.
Will I be nude?
Yes. But, I value your comfort so if getting all the way undressed makes you
uncomfortable, then we can go slow, your comfort is important.
Crossing Boundaries?
In order to have the full experience you need to respect my boundaries, I will
initiate touch, consensual practices are my priority. M
 y boundaries are
important and if they are crossed, I will not continue the session and it will be
paid in full.
Prostate Massage?

Yes, I practice prostate massage.
Baths?
If you would like to bathe with me, we can do that before session.
Double Goddess Sessions?
I work with other Goddesses. We provide 2 hour sessions. Ask if interested!
Deposit Required for this session ($200 Cashapp)
What are your qualifications?
10 years as an L.M.T, Doula, and Reiki energy healer. I have studied Tantra for 5
years. I am also a student of the Shakti Shiva Academy where I studied 9 months
of sensual shadow work.
What is the 9 session package?
The 9 session package is $2500.00 and includes massage, meditations, practical
daily ways to connect with yourself, guided coaching calls, and connection with
me for 3 months.
Discounts?
If you purchase 3 or more sessions, I will give you 10% off. I don’t do discounts for
first sessions.
What kind of notice do I give to book?
24 hours notice.
Do I have to pay the deposit?
All new clients $69.00 Cashapp. $100 if out of Austin (Dallas, Houston). Hotel or
outcall, $69.00 deposit.
What if I cry or have emotions arise?
That is totally okay and normal, as a tantra guide, I am here to nurture you and
build you up within your expressions. I am here for you! Emotions are important
to healthy, sensuality.
Recommended Reading?
David Deida: The Superior Male
She Comes First
Slow Sex
Passionista: Ian Kerner
The Jade Dragon Practices
Shiva Shakti Academy, Shakti Milan

